FROM THE PRESIDENT

The RC43 “Housing Assets, Housing People” conference in Glasgow, Scotland in September was a great success. More than 200 participants from 40 countries attended. The keynote speakers and panel presentations covered a wide range of topics related to the worldwide economic crisis that has affected housing. Full credit goes to our host organizer and RC43 Vice-President Ken Gibb, Head, Department of Urban Studies, University of Glasgow, his staff and student volunteers.

I look forward to the next RC43 event-the ISA World Congress in Gothenburg, Sweden, 11-17, July, 2010. The theme for our sessions is “Housing Tenures: Alternatives and Issues”. We are also planning a joint session with RC21. The foreclosure crisis in the United States helped to trigger its economic crisis and has resulted in millions of American homeowners losing their homes to foreclosure or being threatened with foreclosure. Despite the remedial policies and programs instituted by the federal, state, and local governments, the foreclosure crisis remains a serious problem in the United States, as well as in some other countries. This has raised important issues about whether home ownership should be the primary housing tenure, with governments providing tax incentives and subsidies to promote home ownership. This is especially important when home ownership is aimed at low- and moderate-income households as it has been in the United States. See William M. Rohe and Harry L. Watson, eds., Chasing the American Dream: New Perspectives on Affordable Homeownership (Cornell University Press, 2007). My city of Cleveland, Ohio has been one of the U.S. cities particularly hard hit by the foreclosure crisis attributable to subprime loans, predatory lending, and the economic downturn resulting in high rates of poverty and unemployment. It has been well covered by our Plain Dealer newspaper: www.cleveland.com/foreclosure. The foreclosure crisis has raised issues about other forms of housing tenure and such phenomena as gentrification and homelessness. This makes our upcoming sessions at the ISA World Congress particularly relevant to contemporary housing problems.

Sincerely,

Dennis Keating
President
w.keating@csuohio.edu

FROM THE EDITOR

Welcome to my 3rd edition of Housing Notes. You will notice some changes to the appearance and this should make items clearer for members to read and locate throughout the newsletter.
There is also a new section included: WEBSITES. This is not a section I will populate. Instead, it is a section for members to share with fellow members websites that may be of interest to the group. So please send onto me such sites for consideration and inclusion in the next newsletter in July 2010.

As always, I welcome all feedback on the newsletter and would ask members to contact me without hesitation, should they wish too!

**Claudia Macdonald**  
Editor, ISA RC43 Newsletter  
Doctoral Researcher, Dept. of Urban Studies, University of Glasgow  
Claudia_n_macdonald@hotmail.com

---

**A NOTE FROM KEN GIBB**

**Housing Assets, Housing People**

The University of Glasgow hosted the ISA RC43 housing conference in September 2009. The conference was themed around the local to global impacts of and responses to the credit crunch and housing market recession. More than 40 nations were represented by around 225 delegates, mainly academics but also policymakers and practitioners. As conference organiser but also as a housing academic I thought the event went well and met or exceeded our core objectives for the conference.

First of all, the plenary speakers did an excellent job in all three sessions, including Dan Immergluck’s analysis of the geography of US foreclosure, the Scottish housing Minister’s analysis of housing policy in Scotland, Susan Smith’s case for a house price futures index, Chris Hamnett call for mortgage regulation, Duncan MacIennan’s comparative analysis of housing policy requirements and Yosuke Hiramaya’s excellent analysis of the housing bust in Japan.

Second, we had a full programme of parallel workshops, doctoral sessions and panel debates which were enthusiastic, truly international, multi-disciplinary and always interesting.

Third, the conference was fortunate enough to have considerable sponsorship and we are very grateful for the support of the Scottish Government, Glasgow Housing Association, the Northern Ireland Housing Executive, Joseph Rowntree Foundation, Emerald Publishers, Routledge, the Chartered Institute of Housing, the Scottish Federation of Housing Associations and the City Council.

Fourth, the venue, Glasgow’s largest public library turned out to be an excellent location, as did the conference dinner venue – the Peoples’ palace Winter Garden on Glasgow Green. The City also provided a drinks reception at the Kelvingrove Museum and was able to be showcased through a number of study trips at the beginning of the event, including a speed boat trip showing waterfront regeneration (perhaps the latter was just a little too exciting).

This was the first event of its kind for the RC43 group outside of world congresses since 2004. Thanks to everyone who helped with the conference from the Research Committee, particularly Dennis Keating. I am also very grateful to the support staff in my Department who made the event work so seamlessly: Jeane Bonner, Sarah-Jane sharp and Tilly Wright. Thanks also to the countless chairs, discussants and speakers who made the academic session work so well. Thanks also to the Glasgow library users who put up with the conference, asked many reasonable questions and liberated the odd cup of coffee and sandwich on the way!

The conference website remains live and contains images, presentations, abstracts and other bits and pieces from the conference. Please go to: http://www.gla.ac.uk/events/housing/

**Professor Kenneth Gibb**, conference chair, Department of Urban Studies, University of Glasgow  
December 14 2009

---

**OTHER EVENTS: 2010**

**JANUARY**

**Places in Transition - London**, 21 January 2010  
http://www.rudi.net/node/21609


**FEBRUARY**

**FCM’s Sustainable Communities Conference and Trade Show - Ottawa**, 10-12 February 2010
http://www.fcm.ca/English/View.asp?mp=788&x=1203

Future Cities 2010 - St. Julian’s (Malta), 18-19 February 2010
http://futurecities.eu/agenda/

http://www.inticities.eu/

7th Forum of the World Alliance of Cities Against Poverty (WACAP) - Rotterdam, 24-26 February 2010
http://www.wacap2010-rotterdam.nl/

Mapping, Memory and the City - Liverpool, 25-26 February 2010
http://www.liv.ac.uk/lsa/cityinfilm/mappingmemory/

9th Annual International Graduate Student Conference (IGSC) on the Asia Pacific region, Honolulu, Hawaii USA. February 11-13, 2010.

MARCH
EUROCITIES Mobility Forum - Munich, 2-4 March 2010
http://www.muenchen.de/verticals/Traffic_Transport/Eurocities/378137/02eurocitiesagenda.html

Urban Affairs Association 40th Annual Meeting, Honolulu (Hawaii), 10-13 March 2010
http://www.urbanicityalerts.org/urbanicityalerts/UA A2010Alert1.htm

World Urban Forum 5: The Right to the City-Bridging the urban Divide - Rio de Janerio, 22-26 March 2010
http://www.urbanicityalerts.org/urbanicityalerts/UA A2010Alert1.htm

Comparative Housing Research - Approaches and Policy Challenges in a New International Era - Delft, 24-25 March 2010
http://www.otb.tudelft.nl/live/paging.jsp?id=d69d984a-3d12-42f4-9d00-660ab325f170&lang=en


International Conference of Innovative Cities, Curitiba, Brazil, March 10-13 2010.
http://www.cici2010.org.br/english/

APRIL
The Sustainable City 2010: Sixth International Conference on Urban Regeneration and Sustainability - La Coruña, 14-16 April 2010
http://www.wessex.ac.uk/10-conferences/the-sustainable-city-2010.html

International Conference for Highrise Towers and Tall Buildings 2010 - Munich, 14-16 April 2010
http://www.hrs.tum.de/index.htm

Sustainable building conference: Sustainable Building, Revitalization and Rehabilitation of districts - Madrid, 28-30 April 2010
http://www.sb10mad.com/en

Housing Studies Association: 14-16 April, 2010 University of York, UK
www.york.ac.uk/inst/chp/hsa/spring10

Healthy Parks Healthy People, Congress 2010, Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre (Australia), 11-16 April 2010.
http://www.healthyparkshealthypeoplecongress.org/

ESRC Centre for Research on Socio-Cultural Change, Finance in question/finance in crisis University of Manchester, 12-14 April 2010
http://www.esrc.ac.uk/ESRCInfoCentre/about/CICP/Our_Society_Today/economists/ForthcomingEvents.aspx

New Directions for Housing, University of York, 14 - 16 April 2010
http://www.york.ac.uk/inst/chp/hsa/spring10/

MAY
6th European Sustainable Cities and Towns Conference, Dunkerque (France), 19 - 21 May 2010

15th International Conference on Urban Planning, Regional Development and Information Society - Vienna, 18-20 May 2010
http://www.corp.at/

International Collaborative Housing Conference - Stockholm, 5-9 May 2010
http://www.kollektivhus.nu/eng/sidor/international-conference/index.html


JUNE
Towards Carefree Cities Conference IX - York, 28 June-1 July 2010
http://www.worldcarfree.net/conference/

'HERITAGE 2010 - 2nd International Conference on Heritage and Sustainable Development'. Evora, Portugal. 22 to 26 June 2010

JULY
ENHR 2010 Conference: Urban Dynamics and Housing Change - Istanbul, 4-7 July 2010


AWARDS
Council for British Research in the Levant Awards 2010-11
Details of CBRL award schemes for 2010-11 are now available at
http://www.cbrl.org.uk/funding.html

BOOKS
Immergluck, D. (2009), Foreclosed: High-Risk Lending, Deregulation and the Undermining of


Chester Hartman and Gregory D. Squires (Eds), 2009 The Integration Debate, Competing Futures For American Cities Routledge

Richard Harris would like to highlight some chapters in recently published books.

and


WEBSITES
This is a new section.
It is here to enable members to share websites of interest.
Would members who would like to share websites with other members, please email the editor in advance of the next issue.

The website for the Obama Administration’s Home Affordability Modification Program (HAMP) is:
www.MakingHomeAffordable.gov

National Foreclosure Mitigation Counseling Program (administered by NeighborWorks America): www.nw.org/network/nfmcp
HUD’s Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP) Grants (to local governments to rehab or demolish foreclosed homes, support redevelopment, and aid homebuyers): http://hud.gov/offices/cpd/communitydevelopme ntprograms/neighborhoodspg

The fall 2009 Newsletter is ready and accessible through the GPEIG website: http://www.gpeig.org/index.php/resources/newsletters

**NEWS**

**English cities may set up urban economic regions**

**The most powerful cities in the world**

**First social hotel opens in Brussels**

**The Most Polluted Metro Areas in America**

**Commission adopts additional legislative proposals to strengthen financial supervision in Europe**

**EU pushing for common rules on asylum seekers**

**Eurostat’s regional yearbook of 2009 has been released**

**“Coping with shrinking cities is the major public policy issue in Eastern Germany, “**

**Europe’s economy needs creative cities**

**Sustainable cities are the solution**

**“Emotional xenophobia and its political use hinder solutions to segregation”**

**WHO Launches Global Campaign for Urban Health**

**“Madrid will be the third city of Europe”**

**US cities in crisis but new solutions are taking hold**

**The world’s seven car-free cities**

**Cyprus joins forces with the EIB for sustainable city development**

**Cities in crisis**

**The Relation between Accessibility and Economic Development**

**Bill Rohe**, Director of the Center for Urban and Regional Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, U.S.A. would like to highlight some research projects he is involved in that may be of interest to members.

- State Anti-Predatory Lending Laws
- Measuring the Impact of the Charlotte Housing Authority’s Moving to Work Program
- The Impact of Foreclosure on Latino Children and Families
Recent Publications
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For more information about any of these studies contact Bill Rohe at brohe@unc.edu
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